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Kaal Sarp Dosh Nivaran :Kaal Sarp Dosh Nivaran :

Kal means death and Sarpa means snake. The person born underKal means death and Sarpa means snake. The person born under Kal Kal
Sarpa YogSarpa Yog sees many sufferings and problems during life. Kaal Sarp sees many sufferings and problems during life. Kaal Sarp
Dosh is devised when all the seven planets come in between Rahu andDosh is devised when all the seven planets come in between Rahu and
Ketu. It is an apprehended mystical circumstance that affects a personKetu. It is an apprehended mystical circumstance that affects a person
badly with diverse issues and happens due to a lot of evil karmas donebadly with diverse issues and happens due to a lot of evil karmas done
by specific individuals in their previous lives.by specific individuals in their previous lives.

In most instances, Kaal Sarp Dosh influences a person for 47 years andIn most instances, Kaal Sarp Dosh influences a person for 47 years and
in some instances even extended or during their whole life, relyingin some instances even extended or during their whole life, relying
upon the place of the planets in astrology. Kaal Sarp Dosh'supon the place of the planets in astrology. Kaal Sarp Dosh's
consequences are feasible and last for a short time. Kal Sarpa is of 288consequences are feasible and last for a short time. Kal Sarpa is of 288
types, few of them are Karkotak Kal Sarp Dosh, Ekdant. The effect oftypes, few of them are Karkotak Kal Sarp Dosh, Ekdant. The effect of
each one varies.each one varies.

Some likely consequences of Kaal Sarp Dosh consist of a completelySome likely consequences of Kaal Sarp Dosh consist of a completely
erratic life, malign state, absence of difficulties to develop theerratic life, malign state, absence of difficulties to develop the
offspring, financial strain, difficult married life, untreatable ailments,offspring, financial strain, difficult married life, untreatable ailments,
and mental disruptions and disorders.and mental disruptions and disorders.
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Those pretentious by Kaal Sarp Dosh result in fights and strains duringThose pretentious by Kaal Sarp Dosh result in fights and strains during
their complete lives. Indeed, this situation also averts some goodtheir complete lives. Indeed, this situation also averts some good
consequences resulting from the other advantageous planetary placesconsequences resulting from the other advantageous planetary places
in the person’s astrology. Therefore, Kaal Sarp Dosh troubles mostin the person’s astrology. Therefore, Kaal Sarp Dosh troubles most
people.people.

trimbakeshwar is the best location to perform kaal sarp puja becausetrimbakeshwar is the best location to perform kaal sarp puja because
trimbakeshwar is one of the divine jyotirlinga among 12.trimbakeshwar is one of the divine jyotirlinga among 12.

To book panditji visit our portal.To book panditji visit our portal.

For more details, please visitFor more details, please visit
http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/trimbakeshwar-temple-11637http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/trimbakeshwar-temple-11637
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